
Wayne Kelley - Vincent Impersonator

Details about the costumes/prosthetic

Before Anna and I met, she and her friends in the Northern Ohio fan club had created a life-sized soft 
sculptured replica of Vincent, similar to “Bubba” who has attended several cons in recent years. She 
had created a number of replica costume items for him to wear, including the packing quilt vest. After 
Tunnelcon I, we decided to work up the makeup and create more costuming for me to use in playing 
Vincent. We actually began with one of the masks that were sold through Starlog magazine at the time, 
with some adaptations and a lot of extra hair stuck on. Then, we crossed paths with a hobbyist at a 
con who offered to cast my face and adapt a foam latex prosthetic which he had already designed for 
someone else and was not using. He ran us about twenty pieces over the course of a couple of years, 
before moving to California to pursue other goals in the entertainment industry. Although they are not 
really designed for it, we became experts at getting multiple uses out of a single mask, and I regularly 
wore the makeup for an entire convention weekend, even while sleeping and eating meals.

I also dyed my hair to match the strawberry blond color of the wigs we used for Vincent, and actually 
pulled my real hair through the netting of the wig as much as possible, to secure it and blend the two 
as much as possible. And I learned to wear contact lenses, to recreate Ron’s eye color. I was fortunate 
enough to get lenses that made it possible to do most things, including drive, without my usual thick 
eyeglasses.

For my hands and arms, we initially glued fake nails to my own, filed to claw-points, and covered the 
backs of my hands with medical adhesive and hair. It quickly became apparent that a better solution 
was needed, so we set to work on gloves. We attached thin cotton medical gloves to sleeves made from 
T-shirt material, coated them with flesh-tone liquid latex, then attached nails and hair with additional 
latex. We made two sets over the course of the years we did events, and they held up remarkably well.

I also had fangs, made by the same hobbyist who cast our prosthetics, which were made with dental 
acrylic, and fitted to casts of my own teeth.

One final touch that many people told us gave the entire persona an added dimension of realism was 
the voice I used. Like most of the fandom, I played “Of Love and Hope” until I knew every recitation by 
heart, and listened to Ron’s dialog on the episodes repeatedly. I developed a fairly good imitation of his 
rough, whispery tone, cadence, and vocabulary. I always strive to make Vincent sound the way people 
imagine and remember him when they meet me playing him.

We do not have any costuming or items that were used by the show, but many of the costume items 
Anna has created for me, and some for herself, were made as accurate to the show items as we could 
manage. We received many compliments from people who worked on the set, or saw Ron in costume 
during filming, for our recreation costumes. We also added some items to Vincent’s wardrobe over the 
years that were found in thrift stores and other places, and looked as though they could have been 
made or worn Below. We still have ideas for costuming we would like to do for Vincent, and I hope to 
have the opportunity to portray him again soon, perhaps even at a BATB convention again.
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